BLUE HOTEL

BLUE HOTEL ON A LONELY HIGHWAY
BLUE HOTEL LIFE DON'T WORK OUT MY WAY
I WAIT ALONE EACH LONELY NIGHT
BLUE HOTEL
BLUE HOTEL

BLUE HOTEL EVERY ROOM IS LONELY
BLUE HOTEL I WAS WAITIN' ONLY
THE NIGHT IS LIKE HER LONELY DREAM
BLUE HOTEL
BLUE HOTEL

Bbm Gb/F Bbm Gb/F Bbm Gb/F
solo: Bbm Bbm Eb Ebm x 2
Gb Gb F F
Bbm /Bbm Eb Ebm x 2

BLUE HOTEL ON A LONELY HIGHWAY
BLUE HOTEL LIFE DON'T WORK OUT MY WAY
I WAIT ALONE EACH LONELY NIGHT
BLUE HOTEL
BLUE HOTEL

Bbm Bbm Eb Ebm Bbm